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jQuery: Novice to Ninja, 2nd Edition is the perfect book to jump-start your
journey into jQuery. You’ll learn all the basics, so you’ll be able to truly
appreciate the power of this JavaScript framework. Then you’ll move on to more
advanced techniques, such as plugin development and the creation of almost
every conceivable UI widget. A practical, hands-on guide to using jQuery Readyto-use best practice solutions Includes complete working code Fully updated for
jQuery 1.6

Pro jQuery
Provides twenty-four lessons about how to use jQuery and JavaScript to build
single-page web apps for multiple devices, with designs that incorporate
animations, special effects, and image galleries.

Jquery for Designers
Summary jQuery UI in Action is a practical guide to using and customizing
jQuery UI library components to build rich, user-friendly web applications. By
working through numerous engaging examples, you'll move quickly from placing
a datepicker on the page to building a complete user interface that includes
features like a contact form and shopping cart. You'll master jQuery UI's five
main interactions—draggable, droppable, resizable, selectable, and
sortable—and learn UI techniques that work across all devices. Purchase of the
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print book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning
Publications. About the Book You're only one tag away from richer user
interfaces — ‹script src="jquery-ui.js"›. The jQuery UI library simplifies web UI
development by providing robust widgets, interactions, and effects you can use
immediately. It includes datepickers, autocompletes, tooltips, and a whole lot
more. And, jQuery UI's powerful widget factory makes it a snap to customize
existing components to meet your needs. jQuery UI in Action is a practical guide
to using and customizing jQuery UI library components. By working through
numerous examples, you'll quickly master jQuery UI's twelve widgets and five
interactions—draggable, droppable, resizable, selectable, and sortable. The
engaging examples illustrate techniques that work across all devices. You'll use
the widget factory to create reusable plugins and discover jQuery UI's CSS
theming system that allows you to create a custom, cohesive look for your sites
and your applications. Written for front-end developers and web designers with
a basic understanding of jQuery. What's Inside Create interactions that work on
any device Customizable widgets for web and mobile apps Written by a member
of the core jQuery UI team Covers jQuery UI 1.11 About the Author A
professional web developer, TJ VanToll is a member of the jQuery UI core team.
Table of Contents PART 1 MEET JQUERY UI Introducing jQuery UI Enhancing UIs
with widgetsPART 2 JQUERY UI CORE Building complex web forms with jQuery UI
Enhancing interfaces with layout and utility widgets Adding interaction to your
interfaces Creating rich animations with effects Theming and styling
applications with jQuery UI PART 3 CUSTOMIZATION AND ADVANCED USAGE
Using the widget factory to build stateful plugins Extending widgets with the
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widget factory Preparing your application for production Building a flight-search
application Under the hood of jQuery UI

.NET 4 Wrox PDF Bundle
The Web Designer's Idea Book, Volume 3
Whether for building interactive browser-based applications or creating serverside applications in Node, JavaScript is the most widely used language for web
programming. With new features, language improvements, paradigms, and
potential use cases appearing regularly, there's never been a more exciting time
to be a JavaScript developer. In The Joy of JavaScript, author and JavaScript
expert Luis Atencio teaches you key design concepts that lead to clean, lean,
modular, and easy-to-maintain code. Purchase of the print book includes a free
eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications.

jQuery Cookbook
jQuery simplifies building rich, interactive web frontends. Getting started with
this JavaScript library is easy, but it can take years to fully realize its breadth
and depth; this cookbook shortens the learning curve considerably. With these
recipes, you'll learn patterns and practices from 19 leading developers who use
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jQuery for everything from integrating simple components into websites and
applications to developing complex, high-performance user interfaces. Ideal for
newcomers and JavaScript veterans alike, jQuery Cookbook starts with the
basics and then moves to practical use cases with tested solutions to common
web development hurdles. You also get recipes on advanced topics, such as
methods for applying jQuery to large projects. Solve problems involving events,
effects, dimensions, forms, themes, and user interface elements Learn how to
enhance your forms, and how to position and reposition elements on a page
Make the most of jQuery's event management system, including custom events
and custom event data Create UI elements-such as tabs, accordions, and modalsfrom scratch Optimize your code to eliminate bottlenecks and ensure peak
performance Learn how to test your jQuery applications The book's contributors
include: Cody Lindley James Padolsey Ralph Whitbeck Jonathan Sharp Michael
Geary and Scott González Rebecca Murphey Remy Sharp Ariel Flesler Brian
Cherne Jörn Zaefferer Mike Hostetler Nathan Smith Richard D. Worth Maggie
Wachs, Scott Jehl, Todd Parker, and Patty Toland Rob Burns

jQuery Mobile
The books included in this set are: 9780470502204 Professional ASP.NET 4: in
C# and VB: Written by three highly recognized and regarded ASP.NET experts,
this book provides comprehensive coverage on ASP.NET 4 with a unique
approach featuring examples in both C# and VB, as is the incomparable
coverage of core ASP.NET. 9780470502259 Professional C# 4 and .NET 4: After a
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quick refresher on C# basics, the author dream team moves on to provide you
with details of language and framework features including LINQ, LINQ to SQL,
LINQ to XML, WCF, WPF, Workflow, and Generics. 9780470548653 Professional
Visual Studio 2010: This book gets you quickly up to speed on what you can
expect from Visual Studio 2010. Packed with helpful examples, this
comprehensive guide explains examines the features of Visual Studio 2010,
which allows you to create and manage programming projects for the Windows
platform. 9780470499832 Visual Basic 2010 Programmer's Reference: This
reference guide provides you with a broad, solid understanding of essential
Visual Basic 2010 topics and clearly explains how to use this powerful
programming language to perform a variety of tasks 9780470477229 WPF
Programmer's Reference: Windows Presentation Foundation with C# 2010 and
.NET 4: Written by a leading expert on Microsoft graphics programming, this
richly illustrated book provides an introduction to WPF development and
explains fundamental WPF concepts. 9780470257029 Professional SQL Server
2008 Programming: This expanded best-seller includes new coverage of SQL
Server 2008's new datatypes, new indexing structures, manageability features,
and advanced time-zone handling.

.NET 4 Wrox eBook Bundle
As part of the new Pocket Primer series, this book provides an overview of the
major aspects, the source code, and tutorial videos to use jQuery. DVD with
code, videos, and graphics included. Features: • Integrated coverage of CSS3,
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jQuery and other important JS toolkits • Covers jQuery Mobile and HTML5 hybrid
mobile apps • Covers BackboneJS and Twitter Bootstrap • Includes companion
DVD with source code, tutorial videos, and 4-color graphics

Learning jQuery - Fourth Edition
Third Edition now with bonus chapters. Have you ever wanted to design your
own website or browser application but thought it would be too difficult or just
didn't know where to start? Have you found the amount of information on the
Internet either too daunting or not geared for your skill set or worse-- just plain
boring? Are you interested in learning to program PHP and have some fun along
the way? If so, then The Joy of PHP by Alan Forbes is the book for you!! Alan
starts with some basic HTML so the absolute beginner can catch up quickly and
then goes step by step on how PHP works. You start with the easy stuff--like
how to create and run simple PHP scripts that modify web pages-- and then
build on what you've learned through a series of cohesive (and fun) exercises
that carry over from lesson to lesson. As the chapters progress you begin to
build a web site for a growing used car dealership business. This approach
keeps the material fun and challenging-- and gives what you've learned a
context to be relevant. A car dealership needs a constantly changing web site
because the inventory of cars is always changing. HTML is not the answer for
this kind of web site-- but PHP and mySQL are! Throughout the book you will be
working with the web site for the car dealership and adding features and
modifying it as the needs of the business (and your knowledge) grow. This
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writing style reinforces the previous lessons and keeps you engaged in a "real"
project -- giving you both a sense of accomplishment and an opportunity to
apply what you've learned to a realistic scenario. You are far more likely to
retain what you've learned using this approach than just reading dry syntax
documentation. The author has an easy and fun style of writing that teaches you
PHP in a simple, matter of fact manner while showing you the most common
uses of the commands you need to get the job done. This keeps your learning
pace quick and uncluttered. If you need it, he also points you to several
resources where you can learn more about the other options a PHP function can
offer and-- even better--how to read and understand those resources. If you
want to learn the PHP language in an easy, enjoyable, well laid out manner and
to learn why PHP and mySQL are so powerful and fun to use then buy this
book!! Do not buy this book if you are looking for a comprehensive reference of
boring PHP syntax. This book does not attempt to cover everything about PHP.
What it does do-- and does well-- is take you from being a beginner who isn't
even sure what PHP is to someone who knows the sheer joy that only
programming dynamic sites can provide. You will become someone who can
read, write, and modify PHP scripts and you will be able make your website
come alive. Bonus Code All the source code referenced in the book is available
for easy download and well organized. You don't have to cut and paste out of
Kindle or retype code, unless you want to. There is even a video tutorial
showing how to get started. Topics Covered - Installing and configuring PHP Introduction to HTML - Basic PHP Syntax - Some Fun Right Away - Editors and
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How to use a database, such as mySQL - Using PHP and mySQL Together - How
to create forms to Display, Add, Edit, and Delete data - Session Variables Working with Images - PHP File Uploads - PHP Quirks and Tips - Security
Considerations This book is NOT the only book you'll ever need to read to
master PHP. The book is a gentle introduction to a very rich topic. The hope of
the author is to show you that PHP isn't really that scary after all, it is
something YOU can do, and it can even bring you joy once you get it.

JQuery Mobile Cookbook
From the author of the #1 best seller "The Joy of PHP" comes another great
beginner's guide for those seeking to learn jQuery. jQuery is a programming
language you can use to create cool web applications. It's free, powerful, simple
to reference in your web pages, and now easy to learn too. You can get started
quickly, and you won't outgrow it later when you get really good at it. Learning
jQuery is well worth it the time and effort you put into it. Frankly, it's just plain
fun too. That's what inspired this book. Most programming books are dry and
boring, and while you can't get away from all of that, you can inject some humor
into the learning process to keep it light and fun. We use the example of a used
car salesman's web site to give the learning some context. The Joy of PHP, is
consistently the top-rated book in its category precisely because it made
learning PHP fun. This book does the same for jQuery. jQuery is a fast, small,
and feature-rich JavaScript library. (JavaScript 'library' means that it is full of
JavaScript that you don't need to understand to be able to use-- in the same way
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that an automobile is a car parts 'library'. The parts are there and we can use
them, so who cares how they work? ) jQuery makes things like HTML
manipulation, event handling, animation, and Ajax much simpler. jQuery even
works across a multitude of browsers. With a combination of versatility and
extensibility, jQuery has changed the way that millions of people write
JavaScript, and this book can change how YOU code too! Book Contents Include:
What is jQuery? Get the Source Code Getting Started with jQuery Introduction to
HTML Introduction to CSS jQuery Selectors jQuery UI Widgets: Dramatic Page
Enhancements Using jQuery for Form Validation jQuery AJAX jQuery Mobile
jQuery Animation

JQuery and JQuery UI
Go beyond design concepts—build dynamic datavisualizations using JavaScript
JavaScript and jQuery for Data Analysis and Visualizationgoes beyond design
concepts to show readers how to build dynamic,best-of-breed visualizations
using JavaScript—the mostpopular language for web programming. The authors
show data analysts, developers, and web designershow they can put the power
and flexibility of modern JavaScriptlibraries to work to analyze data and then
present it usingbest-of-breed visualizations. They also demonstrate the use of
eachtechnique with real-world use cases, showing how to apply theappropriate
JavaScript and jQuery libraries to achieve the desiredvisualization. All of the key
techniques and tools are explained in thisfull-color, step-by-step guide. The
companion website includes allsample codes used to generate the visualizations
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in the book, datasets, and links to the libraries and other resources covered. Go
beyond basic design concepts and get a firm grasp ofvisualization approaches
and techniques using JavaScript andjQuery Discover detailed, step-by-step
directions for buildingspecific types of data visualizations in this full-color guide
Learn more about the core JavaScript and jQuery libraries thatenable analysis
and visualization Find compelling stories in complex data, and create
amazingvisualizations cost-effectively Let JavaScript and jQuery for Data
Analysis andVisualization be the resource that guides you through themyriad
strategies and solutions for combining analysis andvisualization with stunning
results.

Functional JavaScript
Are You Ready To Learn jQuery Easily? This book contains proven steps and
strategies on how to create programs using jQuery. It tells you about the
fundamentals of the programming language as well as the things you have to do
in order to come up with working programs.It explains to you what jQuery is all
about, why choosing it over other programming languages is worth it, and what
you have to do to get better at writing programs. This book also contains
sample codes to help you gain a better understanding of the concepts of jQuery.
Then again, before you begin with jQuery, it is crucial for you to learn about
JavaScript first. If you are already familiar with the programming language, you
may feel like ignoring it and moving on towards jQuery quickly. But you also
have to keep in mind that this can be a risky move because you have to be
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adept at using JavaScript before you can successfully write codes using
jQuery.In fact, a lot of Web developers make the mistake of skipping JavaScript
and moving on to jQuery immediately. While they may have experienced a
smooth flowing run at first, they eventually find themselves stuck in the middle.
At this point, they no longer know what to do because they did not spend time
learning about JavaScript first. If you do not want to get stuck while in the
middle of programming using jQuery, see to it that you pay attention to
JavaScript and learn all about it first. In the most basic sense, writing codes
using jQuery is practically writing codes using JavaScript, except that you use
the library of jQuery.If you already have a Web page but you want to include
some JavaScript codes in it so that it would run better, you can either add codes
inline within your script tag or you can make an external file in JavaScript using
the .js extension in your file name before loading it through your script tag.With
regard to the syntax of JavaScript, it is pretty clear and basic. Then again, there
are still some subtleties that you must expect. As you go on writing codes and
programs using this programming language, you will encounter these
subtleties. Oftentimes, there are a variety of ways on how you can do and
achieve things. However, the community still insists on certain conventions. The
use of semicolons is an example of this. In JavaScript, the use of semicolon at
the last part of your line is usually optional. Nevertheless, you have to add a
semicolon at the last part of your line at all times if you wish to follow the
convention. This is especially the case if you're working with a team or if other
people will be taking a close look at your code.jQuery is such an amazing
programming language. It can certainly help improve your website as well as
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enable you to create programs for a variety of purposes. Here's What You'll
Learn From This jQuery For Beginners Book: ✓Introduction ✓Chapter 1:
Introduction to jQuery ✓Chapter 2: Getting Started ✓Chapter 3: Accessing the
Elements ✓Chapter 4: HTML Elements, Positions, and Attributes ✓Chapter 5:
Events Management ✓Chapter 6: Showing and Hiding Web Page Elements
✓Chapter 7: Fading and Sliding Web Page Elements ✓Chapter 8: Web Page
Element Animation What Are You Waiting For? Start Coding jQuery Right Now!

The Joy of JQuery
The all-new approach for experienced ASP.NET professionals! ASP.NET is
Microsoft's technology for building dynamically generated web pages from
database content. Originally introduced in 2002, ASP.NET has undergone many
changes in multiple versions and iterations as developers have gained a decade
of experience with this popular technology. With that decade of experience, this
edition of the book presents a fresh, new overhauled approach. A new focus on
how to build ASP.NET sites and applications relying on field-tested reliable
methods Integration of "One ASP.NET" philosophy treating ASP.NET Web Forms
and ASP.NET MVC as equal tools each with their proper time and place Coverage
of hot new ASP.NET 4.5 additions such as the Web API, Websockets and HTML5
& CSS3 use in layout but only to the extent that the tools themselves are
practical and useful for working ASP.NET developers Professional ASP.NET 4.5 in
C# and VB is an essential tool for programmers who need to be productive and
build reliably performing sites with the latest ASP.NET Framework and Visual
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Studio.

Symposium proceedings - XV International symposium Symorg 2016
jQuery is one of the hottest emerging web development technologies. Fully
supported by Microsoft, Google, and a who's who list of companies and
platforms, it simplifies the development of standards-based interactive
websites. This bookprovides a complete, in- depth look at jQuery and related
technologies, providing you with a single source of all the information you need
to maximize your web development skills. As the book progresses, it delves
deeper into other topics, providing lessons and examples to accomplish tasks
common to both basic and advanced web development techniques.

JQuery Mobile
Part of Packt's Beginner's Guide series, each chapter focuses on a specific part
of your website and how to improve its design with the use of jQuery. There are
plenty of screenshots and practical step-by-step instructions making it easy to
apply jQuery to your site. This book is for designers who have the basics of
HTML and CSS, but want to extend their knowledge by learning to use JavaScript
and jQuery.

jQuery, jQuery UI, and jQuery Mobile
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A practical and concise introduction to CoffeeScript, a programming language
that compiles into JavaScript and that makes working with JavaScript easier. The
book lays out the basics of the language, its syntax, and the interesting
features that set it apart from JavaScript. It should satisfy anyone with an
intermediate level of understanding of JavaScript who needs a conceptual and
practical introduction to CoffeeScript. The book is based around a practical
project, leading you through the building of a simple HTML-based 2D game, and
explaining the language's philosophy, syntax, and features step-by-step along
the way. You'll be able to see results on-screen from the very beginning,
starting with a simple JavaScript drawing function transformed into
CoffeeScript. The game's code is based on well- understood principles and prior
art, using common, simple programming patterns that are easy to grasp while
also demonstrating CoffeeScript's expressiveness. This is a fun and fast-paced
book that rewards you for each completed step with interesting game features.
You will finish the book with the sense of accomplishment that comes from
building something fun, as well as having gained a solid understanding of
CoffeeScript and an interest in exploring its more advanced features.

Programming HTML5 Applications
jQuery 2.0 is the latest version of the jQuery framework. Suitable for modern
web browsers it provides a robust API for web application development. It is
fast becoming the tool of choice for web developers the world over and sets the
standard for simplicity,flexibility and extensibility in website design. In Pro
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jQuery 2.0 seasoned author, Adam Freeman, demonstrates how to get the most
from jQuery 2.0 by focussing on the practical features of the technology and
how they can be applied to solving real-world problems. In this comprehensive
reference he goes in depth to give you the practical knowledge that you need.
Each topic is covered clearly and concisely, and is packed with the details you'll
need to learn to be truly effective. The most important features are given a nononsense, in-depth treatment, and chapters contain examples that demonstrate
both the power and the subtlety of jQuery.

The Uncertain Web
Want to add more interactivity and polish to your websites? Discover how
jQuery can help you build complex scripting functionality in just a few lines of
code. With Head First jQuery, you'll quickly get up to speed on this amazing
JavaScript library by learning how to navigate HTML documents while handling
events, effects, callbacks, and animations. By the time you've completed the
book, you'll be incorporating Ajax apps, working seamlessly with HTML and CSS,
and handling data with PHP, MySQL and JSON. If you want to learn—and
understand—how to create interactive web pages, unobtrusive script, and cool
animations that don't kill your browser, this book is for you. Use jQuery with
DOM to overcome the limitations of HTML and CSS Learn how jQuery selectors
and actions work together Write functions and wire them to interface elements
Use jQuery effects to create actions on the page Make your pages come alive
with animation Build interactive web pages with jQuery and Ajax Build forms in
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web applications

Head First JQuery
Covering the latest version of the jQuery Mobile Framework, jQuery Mobile:
Develop and Design teaches readers step-by-step how to get started, how to
write code, and ultimately how to create mobile websites using the jQuery
Mobile framework. The book is hands-on, with code examples (with
corresponding on-line demos) and activities throughout.

Eloquent JavaScript
100+ Practical jQuery Recipes for Solving Your Real-World Web and Mobile
Development Challenges! jQuery makes it easier than ever for developers to
build exceptionally robust, cross-platform websites and mobile apps. jQuery,
jQuery UI, and jQuery Mobile: Recipes and Examples is a practical “cookbook,”
packed with realistic, easy-to-use solutions for making the most of jQuery Core,
jQuery UI, plugins, and jQuery Mobile. This guide brings together more than one
hundred self-contained, downloadable examples, each with an in-depth
explanation of how the code works and how to adapt it for your own needs.
Pioneering web/mobile developers Adriaan de Jonge and Phil Dutson present
examples you can apply immediately in virtually any web or mobile app, and
with any server-side platform, including PHP, .NET, Java, Ruby, Node.js, or
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Python. This extremely useful guide will help you Test browser support and
provide for graceful degradation Fine-tune DOM element selection and
manipulate your site’s DOM structure Master the newest techniques for event
handling and binding Communicate with web servers: AJAX, page errors,
redirects, XML, and more Use advanced UI widgets, from accordions and
autocomplete to sliders and tabs Build mobile-optimized sites with the jQuery
Mobile library Write and smoothly incorporate new plugins Integrate powerful
third-party plugins, such as the Twitter Bootstrap framework The authors’
proven “code first, explain later” approach supports developers at all levels who
want to start experimenting immediately. Their exceptionally readable examples
never take shortcuts or compromise quality,and their detailed walk-throughs
are ideal for anyone who wants to thoroughly understand their code. If you have
a working knowledge of HTML, CSS, and basic JavaScript, you’ll feel right at
home immediately; if not, de Jonge and Dutson’s careful explanations and full
HTML page layout examples will get you up to speed quickly. Covers jQuery
1.6.4 and 1.7, with Tips for 1.8

AngularJS, JavaScript, and jQuery All in One, Sams Teach Yourself
This book will be an introductory guide to the new jQuery mobile framework. It
will teach web developers how to use this new framework to develop
interactive, cross-platform mobile web applications. If you are a web developer
looking to create mobile optimized websites, then this book is for you. Basic
knowledge of HTML is required. Some familiarity with JavaScript will help, but is
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not required.

Pro jQuery 2.0
Learn AngularJS, JavaScript and jQuery Web Application Development In just a
short time, you can learn the basics of the JavaScript language, jQuery library,
and AngularJS framework – and find out how to use them to build well-designed,
reusable components for web applications. Sams Teach Yourself AngularJS,
JavaScript, and jQuery All in One assumes absolutely no previous knowledge of
JavaScript or jQuery. The authors begin by helping students gain the relevant
JavaScript skills they need, introducing JavaScript in a way specifically designed
for modern AngularJS web development. Each short, easy lesson builds on all
that's come before, teaching new concepts and techniques from the ground up,
through practical examples and hands-on problem solving. As you complete the
lessons in this book, you'll gain a practical understanding of how to provide rich
user interactions in your web pages, adding dynamic code that allows web
pages to instantly react to mouse clicks and finger swipes, and interact with
back-end services to store and retrieve data from the web server. Learn how to:
Create powerful, highly interactive single-page web applications Leverage
AngularJS’s innovative MVC approach to web development Use JavaScript in
modern frameworks Implement JavaScript, jQuery, and AngularJS together in
web pages Dynamically modify page elements in the browser Use browser
events to interact with the user directly Implement client-side services that
interact with web servers Integrate rich user interface components, including
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zoomable images and expandable lists Enhance user experience by creating
AngularJS templates with built-in directives Bind user interface elements and
events to the data model to add flexibility and support more robust interactivity
Define custom AngularJS directives to extend HTML’s capabilities Build dynamic
browser views to provide richer user interaction Create custom services you can
integrate into many AngularJS applications Develop a well-structured code base
that’s easy to reuse and maintain Contents at a Glance Part I: An Introduction to
AngularJS, jQuery, and JavaScript Development 1 Introduction to Dynamic Web
Programming 2 Debugging JavaScript in Web Pages 3 Understanding Dynamic
Web Page Anatomy 4 Adding CSS/CSS3 Styles to Allow Dynamic Design and
Layout 5 Jumping into jQuery and JavaScript Syntax 6 Understanding and Using
JavaScript Objects Part II: Implementing jQuery and JavaScript in Web Pages 7
Accessing DOM Elements Using JavaScript and jQuery Objects 8 Navigating and
Manipulating jQuery Objects and DOM Elements with jQuery 9 Applying
JavaScript and jQuery Events for Richly Interactive Web Pages 10 Dynamically
Accessing and Manipulating Web Pages with JavaScript and jQuery 11 Working
with Window, Browser, and Other Non-Web Page Elements Part III: Building
Richly Interactive Web Pages with jQuery 12 Enhancing User Interaction
Through jQuery Animation and Other Special Effects 13 Interacting with Web
Forms in jQuery and JavaScript 14 Creating Advanced Web Page Elements in
jQuery 15 Accessing Server-Side Data via JavaScript and jQuery AJAX Requests
Part IV: Utilizing jQuery UI 16 Introducing jQuery UI 17 Using jQuery UI Effects
18 Advanced Interactions With jQuery UI Interaction Widgets 19 Using jQuery UI
Widgets to Add Rich Interactions to Web Pages Part V: Building Web
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Applications with AngularJS 20 Getting Started with AngularJS 21 Understanding
AngularJS Application Dynamics 22 Implementing the Scope as a Data Model 23
Using AngularJS Templates to Create Views 24 Implementing Directives in
AngularJS Views 25 Creating Your Own Custom Directives to Extend HTML 26
Using Events to Interact with Data in the Model 27 Implementing AngularJS
Services in Web Applications 28 Creating Your Own Custom AngularJS Services
29 Creating Rich Web Application Components the AngularJS Way

Professional ASP.NET 4.5 in C# and VB
HTML5 web applications are now capable of matching or exceeding the scale
and sophistication of desktop applications, but with the unique advantage of
running natively inside the web browsers on billions of desktop computers,
phones, TVs and tablets. This revolution (or more correctly - evolution) has
happened for a number of reasons: Browsers have introduced new standardsbased APIs allowing web applications to (amongst other things) store data
offline, retrieve data from the server dynamically, spawn background processes
and interact with the filesystem. Software engineers and programmers have
begun to think of the much maligned JavaScript language in a new light, and
unlock its potential as a rich and expressive language capable of producing
large scale, well-structured applications. The jQuery library has eased the pain
of interacting with Document Object Model, and therefore writing applications
that dynamically respond to user interaction. The HTML markup language has
been overhauled and extended to provide more semantic meaning, and many
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additional elements and attributes. A Software Engineer Learns HTML5,
JavaScript and jQuery guides you through the process I went through as an
experienced software engineer, writing a large-scale, standards based webapplication for the first time. It is intended to teach you the fundamentals of
HTML5, JavaScript and jQuery - without presenting you with long lists of APIs, or
intricate details of every feature (these can be found in reference manuals).
This book is not a simple introduction to the subject matter: it guides you
through the process of building a feature-rich web application. The application
begins simple, and becomes gradually more complex as additional APIs and
features are introduced. This book includes the following content: An
introduction to the HTML5 markup language, and how it differs from HTML4 and
XHTML. An introduction to JavaScript, including an in-depth look at its use of
objects and functions, along with the design patterns that support the
development of robust web applications. An introduction to jQuery selection,
traversal, manipulation and events. An in-depth look at the Web storage and
IndexedDB APIs for client side data storage. A guide to implementing offline
web applications with the Application Cache API. An introduction to the ways
JavaScript can interact with the users file-system using the FileReader API. A
guide to the use of Web Workers in web applications. An introduction to AJAX,
and the jQuery API supporting AJAX. An introduction to Server Sent Events and
Web Sockets. This book is intended for anyone with at least a superficial
knowledge of HTML and programming (in any language).

Jump Start CoffeeScript
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JavaScript is at the heart of almost every modern Web application, whether it's
Google Apps, Twitter, or the newest browser-based game. Though it's simple for
beginners to pick up and play with, JavaScript is not a toy—it's a flexible and
complex language that can be used to build full-scale applications. Eloquent
JavaScript dives into this flourishing language and teaches you to write code
that's beautiful and effective. By immersing you in example code and
encouraging experimentation right from the start, the author quickly gives you
the tools you need to build your own programs. As you follow along with
examples like an artificial life simulation and a version of the classic game
Sokoban, you'll learn to: –Understand the essential elements of programming:
syntax, control, and data –Use object-oriented and functional programming
techniques to organize and clarify your programs –Script the browser and make
basic Web applications –Work with tools like regular expressions and
XMLHttpRequest objects And since programming is an art that's best learned by
doing, all example code is available online in an interactive sandbox for you to
experiment with. With Eloquent JavaScript as your guide, you can tweak,
expand, and modify the author's code, or throw it away and build your own
creations from scratch. Before you know it, you'll be fluent in the language of
the Web.

JQuery
From the author of the #1 best seller "The Joy of PHP" comes another great
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beginner's guide for those seeking to learn jQuery.jQuery is a programming
language you can use to create cool web applications. It's free, powerful, simple
to reference in your web pages, and now easy to learn too. You can get started
quickly, and you won't outgrow it later when you get really good at it. Learning
jQuery is well worth it the time and effort you put into it. Frankly, it's just plain
fun too. That's what inspired this book. Most programming books are dry and
boring, and while you can't get away from all of that, you can inject some humor
into the learning process to keep it light and fun. We use the example of a used
car salesman's web site to give the learning some context. The Joy of PHP, is
consistently the top-rated book in its category precisely because it made
learning PHP fun. This book does the same for jQuery.jQuery is a fast, small, and
feature-rich JavaScript library. (JavaScript 'library' means that it is full of
JavaScript that you don't need to understand to be able to use-- in the same way
that an automobile is a car parts 'library'. The parts are there and we can use
them, so who cares how they work? ) jQuery makes things like HTML
manipulation, event handling, animation, and Ajax much simpler. jQuery even
works across a multitude of browsers. With a combination of versatility and
extensibility, jQuery has changed the way that millions of people write
JavaScript, and this book can change how YOU code too!Book Contents
Include:What is jQuery?Get the Source CodeGetting Started with
jQueryIntroduction to HTMLIntroduction to CSSjQuery SelectorsjQuery UI
Widgets: Dramatic Page EnhancementsUsing jQuery for Form ValidationjQuery
AJAXjQuery MobilejQuery Animation
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Head First jQuery
JQuery is a popular JavaScript library that simplifies event handling, animating,
and Ajax interactions for rapid web development. Even casual web designers,
who create web pages for fun, want to add the latest cool effects to their sites,
and jQuery--the fast, flexible JavaScript library--is a tool of choice. From visual
effects, special controls, and Ajax made easy, the jQuery Visual QuickStart
Guide will teach readers how to make the most of jQuery using the task-based,
step-by-step, visual format they love. It's crammed with examples and there's a
special section on widgets. Includes eBook and Video Access In addition to
concise, step-by-step explanations of core tools and tasks, with plenty of helpful
screen shots to keep you on track as you work, jQuery: Visual QuickStart Guide
includes an hour-long HD video and eBook. In addition to reading about how to
use the tool, you can watch it in action. You can also download digital versions
of this book to load on the mobile device of your choice so that you can continue
learning whenever and wherever you are. We provide you with ePub, PDF, and
Mobi eBook formats to ensure that you get the experience that best suits your
viewing needs.

jQuery UI in Action
Quick Inspiration for Web Designers Featuring more than 650 examples, this
third volume of The Web Designer's Idea Book is packed with visual inspiration
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for creating top-notch web design. Web design expert Patrick McNeil, author of
the popular Web Designer's Idea Book series, is back with the latest examples of
the best design on the web today. Arranged thematically, this guide puts
important topics like technology, design styles, elements, site types and site
structure at your fingertips. This new volume also includes a detailed discussion
of the various content management systems available to help you find the best
platform for your project. An indispensable reference, this book provides you
with the latest in themes, styles and trends you need to keep your projects
relevant in the fast-paced and every-changing world of web design.

The Joy of PHP
Pro SharePoint with jQuery is all about how to work seamlessly with the two
popular technologies to create rich and interactive web parts, application pages,
and more. In this book, author Phill Duffy provides complete, meaningful and
realistic examples to really help you understand the key concepts and their
integration points. Inside, you'll find all the tools and resources you need to use
jQuery to provide the next level of SharePoint functionality. Learn what it takes
to get ready to use jQuery, how to create rich, responsive, and highly functional
user interfaces, how to call the SharePoint web services and work with HTML
elements, and much more with Pro SharePoint with jQuery. Takes you through
the different ways of integrating jQuery into your SharePoint environment
Provides various levels of projects to show off the extensive capabilities of
jQuery within SharePoint Teaches you how to provide rich, fluent and interactive
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jQuery-enabled user interfaces

jQuery Mobile Web Development Essentials
jQuery is one of the most popular and powerful JavaScript libraries available
today. It's widely used to create rich user experiences and to simplify website
and application development. It is the tool of choice for web developers
everywhere and sets the standard for simplicity, flexibility and extensibility.
This book demonstrates how jQuery can be used with HTML5 to achieve
excellent results. In Pro jQuery, seasoned author Adam Freeman explains how to
get the most from jQuery by focusing on the features you need for your project.
He starts with the nuts and bolts and shows you everything through to
advanced features, going in depth to give you the knowledge you need. Getting
the most from jQuery is essential to truly mastering web development.

The Joy of JavaScript
Explains how to build complex scripting functionality with minimal coding,
providing coverage of functions ranging from incorporating Ajax apps and
overcoming the limits of HTML and CSS to building plug-ins and using
animation. Original.

A Software Engineer Learns HTML5 , Javascript & Jquery
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Learn jQuery and JavaScript in 24 one-hour lessons Sams Teach Yourself jQuery
and JavaScript in 24 Hours helps you build dynamic single-page web apps that
deliver the rich experiences your users want. This book’s straightforward, stepby-step approach shows you how to create effects, animations, lists, complex
forms, and more. In just a few hours, you’ll be building great user interfaces for
any device, even the newest smartphones and tablets. Every lesson builds on
what you’ve already learned, giving you a rock-solid foundation for real-world
success. Step-by-step instructions carefully walk you through the most common
jQuery and JavaScript development tasks. Practical, hands-on examples show
you how to apply what you learn. Quizzes and exercises help you test your
knowledge and stretch your skills Notes and tips point out shortcuts and
solutions Learn how to… Quickly start building web pages with jQuery and
JavaScript Master jQuery syntax, logic, functions, and objects Efficiently access,
manipulate, and navigate DOM elements Build highly interactive web pages with
events and event handlers Implement cookies, pop-up windows, and timers
Create animations, special effects, and image galleries Construct, interact with,
and validate forms Use advanced elements, such as table filters, custom
dialogs, and dynamic sparklines Access server-side data via AJAX Work with
data using JSON, XML, queues, and binding Build superior user interfaces more
quickly with jQuery UI Add richer page interactions with jQuery UI Widgets
Create mobile-friendly pages with jQuery Mobile Customize your mobile pages
with jQuery Mobile ThemeRoller Contents at a Glance PART I: Introduction to
jQuery and JavaScript Development HOUR 1: Intro to Dynamic Web Programming
HOUR 2: Debugging jQuery and JavaScript Web Pages HOUR 3: Understanding
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Dynamic Web Page Anatomy HOUR 4: Adding CSS/CSS3 Styles to Allow Dynamic
Design and Layout HOUR 5: Jumping into jQuery and JavaScript Syntax HOUR 6:
Understanding and Using JavaScript Objects PART II: Implementing jQuery and
JavaScript in Web Pages HOUR 7: Accessing DOM Elements Using JavaScript and
jQuery Objects HOUR 8: Navigating and Manipulating jQuery Objects and DOM
Elements with jQuery HOUR 9: Applying Events for Richly Interactive Web Pages
HOUR 10: Dynamically Accessing and Manipulating Web Pages HOUR 11:
Accessing Data Outside the Web Page PART III: Building Richly Interactive Web
Pages HOUR 12: Enhancing User Interaction Through Animation and Other
Special Effects HOUR 13: Interacting with Web Forms HOUR 14: Creating
Advanced Web Page Elements PART IV: Advanced Concepts HOUR 15: Accessing
Server-Side Data via AJAX HOUR 16: Interacting with External Services,
Facebook, Google, Twitter, and Flickr PART V: jQuery UI HOUR 17: Introducing
jQuery UI HOUR 18: Using jQuery UI Effects HOUR 19: Advanced Interactions
Using jQuery UI Interaction Widgets HOUR 20: Using jQuery UI Widgets to Add
Rich Interactions to Web Pages PART VI: jQuery Mobile HOUR 21: Introducing
Mobile Website Development HOUR 22: Implementing Mobile Web Pages HOUR
23: Formatting Content in Mobile Pages HOUR 24: Implementing Mobile Form
Elements and Controls

Pro SharePoint with jQuery
What’s the best way to develop for a Web gone wild? That’s easy. Simply scrap
the rules you’ve relied on all these years and embrace uncertainty as a core
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tenet of design. In this practical book, veteran developer Rob Larsen outlines
the principles out what he calls The Uncertain Web, and shows you techniques
necessary to successfully make the transition. By combining web standards,
progressive enhancement, an iterative approach to design and development,
and a desire to question the status quo, your team can create sites and
applications that will perform well in a wide range of present and future
devices. This guide points the way. Topics include: Navigating thousands of
browser/device/OS combinations Focusing on optimal, not absolute solutions
Feature detection, Modernizr, and polyfills RWD, mobile first, and progressive
enhancement UIs that work with multiple user input modes Image optimization,
SVG, and server-side options The horribly complex world of web video The Web
we want to see in the future

Smashing jQuery
Step through each of the core concepts of the jQuery library, building an overall
picture of its capabilities. Once you have thoroughly covered the basics, the
book returns to each concept to cover more advanced examples and
techniques.This book is for web designers who want to create interactive
elements for their designs, and for developers who want to create the best user
interface for their web applications. Basic JavaScript programming and
knowledge of HTML and CSS is required. No knowledge of jQuery is assumed,
nor is experience with any other JavaScript libraries.
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The Joy of Jquery
The future belongs to mobile web apps that function on a broad range of smartphones and tablets. Get started with jQuery Mobile, the touch-optimized
framework for creating apps that look and behave consistently across many
devices. This book assumes that you are already familiar with the jQuery
JavaScript library, HTML markup, Cascading Style Sheets, and mobile web
browsers. The book provides HTML5, CSS3, and JavaScript code examples,
screen shots, and step-by-step guidance to help you build a complete working
app.

JQuery
JavaScript and jQuery for Data Analysis and Visualization
Learn powerful JavaScript tools for exploiting HTML5 elements, and discover
new methods for working with data, such as offline storage and multithreaded
processing. Complete with code samples, this book is ideal for experienced
JavaScript and mobile developers alike.

jQuery and JavaScript in 24 Hours, Sams Teach Yourself
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Annotation This compilation of best practice jQuery solutions provides a
cookbook of ready-to-go suggestions to help breathe life into any web page. It
covers topics such as scrolling, animating, backgrounds, crossfaders, menus,
buttons and how to write your own jQuery plug-ins.

Jquery for Beginners
How can you overcome JavaScript language oddities and unsafe features? With
this book, you’ll learn how to create code that’s beautiful, safe, and simple to
understand and test by using JavaScript’s functional programming support.
Author Michael Fogus shows you how to apply functional-style concepts with
Underscore.js, a JavaScript library that facilitates functional programming
techniques. Sample code is available on GitHub at https://github.com/funjs/booksource. Fogus helps you think in a functional way to help you minimize
complexity in the programs you build. If you’re a JavaScript programmer hoping
to learn functional programming techniques, or a functional programmer looking
to learn JavaScript, this book is the ideal introduction. Use applicative
programming techniques with first-class functions Understand how and why you
might leverage variable scoping and closures Delve into higher-order
functions—and learn how they take other functions as arguments for maximum
advantage Explore ways to compose new functions from existing functions Get
around JavaScript’s limitations for using recursive functions Reduce, hide, or
eliminate the footprint of state change in your programs Practice flow-based
programming with chains and functional pipelines Discover how to code without
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using classes

Sams Teach Yourself JQuery and JavaScript in 24 Hours
The books included in this set are: 9780470502204 Professional ASP.NET 4: in
C# and VB: Written by three highly recognized and regarded ASP.NET experts,
this book provides comprehensive coverage on ASP.NET 4 with a unique
approach featuring examples in both C# and VB, as is the incomparable
coverage of core ASP.NET. After a fast-paced refresher on essentials such as
server controls, the book delves into expert coverage of all the latest
capabilities of ASP.NET 4. 9780470502259 Professional C# 4 and .NET 4: After a
quick refresher on C# basics, the author dream team moves on to provide you
with details of language and framework features including LINQ, LINQ to SQL,
LINQ to XML, WCF, WPF, Workflow, and Generics. Coverage also spans ASP.NET
programming with C#, working in Visual Studio 2010 with C#, and more. With
this book, you'll quickly get up to date on all the newest capabilities of C# 4.
9780470548653 Professional Visual Studio 2010: This book gets you quickly up
to speed on what you can expect from Visual Studio 2010. Packed with helpful
examples, this comprehensive guide explains examines the features of Visual
Studio 2010, which allows you to create and manage programming projects for
the Windows platform. It walks you through every facet of the Integrated
Development Environment (IDE), from common tasks and functions to its
powerful tools 9780470499832 Visual Basic 2010 Programmer's Reference: This
reference guide provides you with a broad, solid understanding of essential
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Visual Basic 2010 topics and clearly explains how to use this powerful
programming language to perform a variety of tasks. As a tutorial, the book
describes the Visual Basic language and covers essential Visual Basic topics.
The material presents categorized information regarding specific operations and
reveals useful tips, tricks, and tidbits to help you make the most of the new
Visual Basic 2010. 9780470477229 WPF Programmer's Reference: Windows
Presentation Foundation with C# 2010 and .NET 4: Written by a leading expert
on Microsoft graphics programming, this richly illustrated book provides an
introduction to WPF development and explains fundamental WPF concepts. It is
packed with helpful examples and progresses through a range of topics that
gradually increase in their complexity. 9780470257029 Professional SQL Server
2008 Programming: This expanded best-seller includes new coverage of SQL
Server 2008's new datatypes, new indexing structures, manageability features,
and advanced time-zone handling. As an added bonus, also includes
Professional SQL Server 2005 Programmers for .NET 4 developers still working
in a SQL Server 2005 setting.

jQuery Pocket Primer
This book is written in Cookbook style with a lot of practical tips, code, and stepby-step examples, to ease and quicken your learning curve. If you are a
beginner with jQuery/JavaScript skills, this book offers you numerous examples
to get you started. If you are a seasoned developer, this book lets you explore
jQuery Mobile in greater depth.
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